
 
 

 
 

We, PT. Global Digital Niaga, a subsidiary of PT. Global Digital Prima (GDP) Venture , 
present Blibli.com, an e-commerce ecosystem that was built with a simple aspiration to give 
the best online shopping experience. An experience that assures, liberates, and empowers 
all Indonesians to be smart shoppers. In order to bring the aspiration to life, we are always in 
need of young, creative, high-principled minds and motivated spirits to help us dream, 
explore, and discover the best ways to make things happen. We are located in Jakarta. 
We are now looking for: 
 

Application Development Engineer 
Who will be responsible for researching, configuring, coding and testing of applications 
development within the company. 
To be located in Jakarta 
Qualifications: 
 Deep knowledge about OOP, Design Pattern, Software Design and Data Structure (Collection API) 
 Good knowledge and strong hands-on experience in using Spring, Hibernate, Struts, GWT, EJB3 

and Java Web technology 
 Good knowledge about application integration (SOA) such as Webservice, RESTFul API, WSDL, 

JAX-WS, JAXB, JAX-RS, JAX-RPC and JSON 
 Good knowledge and hands-on experience on HTTP and TCP/IP protocol 
 Good troubleshooting and problem solving skills 
 Ability to learn new technologies quickly and willingness to read and digest large existing source 

code and take ownership on complex component or subsystem 
 Familiar with Linux  

 

Database Administrator 
Who will be responsible for performance, integrity, and security of database which includes 
planning, development and troubleshooting. 
To be located in Jakarta 

Qualifications: 
 Bachelor degree in Information Technology, Computer Science or related field from 

reputable University (with GPA min 3.0)  
 Experienced in database (SQL) programming, DB2, Oracle, and other DB are preferred  
 Experience in performance tuning, database replication, and database warehousing 

would be an advantage  
 Strong knowledge in business process  
 Preferences will be given for those who have strong knowledge in database 

administration.  
 Meticulous person  
 Precise attention to detail 
 

IT Quality Assurance 
Who will be responsible to evaluate and test the performance and functionality related with 
applications and write reports to describe program evaluation, test  and recommendation.  
To be located in Jakarta 

Qualifications: 
 Bachelor degree in Information Technology, Computer Science or related field from 

reputable University (with GPA min 3.0)  
 Experienced in Java Application programming and in database (SQL) programming  



 
 

 
 

 Professionally able to read technical document  
 Strong knowledge in business process  
 Preferences will be given for those who have strong knowledge in quality assurance.  
 Meticulous person  
 Precise attention to detail 

 

Supply Chain Management 
Who will be responsible to manage order placement, scheduling, shipping, delivery management, and 
coordination to minimize cycle time, inventory levels, and cost, while maximizing customer service. 

To be located in Jakarta 
Qualifications: 

 Candidate must possess at least a Bachelor's Degree in any field from reputable 
university, with minimum 3.30 GPA  

 Having knowledge of inventory management, warehousing, distribution and 
transportation  

 Knowledge in computer operating systems (SAP, Microsoft Office)  
 Knowledge of complex supply and logistics processes and ideally knowledge in project 

management  
 Strong drive for result, innovative and dynamic 

 
Fraud Analyst 
Who will be responsible to research and identify possible cases of fraud. 
To be located in Jakarta 
Qualifications: 

 Candidate must possess at least a Bachelor's Degree in Finance/ Accountancy/ 
Banking or equivalent with GPA min. 3.0. 

 Fresh graduates/ Entry level applicants are encouraged to apply. 
 
Finance & Accounting (Treasury) Staff 
Who will be responsible to draft report, controls accuracy of financial records, and prepare 
recommendation for corrective actions.  
To be located in Jakarta 
Qualifications: 

 Candidate must possess at least a Bachelor's Degree in 
Finance/Accountancy/Banking or equivalent from reputable university with GPA of 
more than 3.0  

 Fresh graduates/Entry level applicants are encouraged to apply  
 Attention to details 

 
Content Writer 
Who will be responsible to write descriptive yet interesting copywriting that highlight the 
unique selling points of various products. 
To be located in Jakarta 
Qualifications: 

 Good interactive copywriting skills 

 Interest in Fashion or Gadget and Electronic are preferred 



 
 

 
 

 Excellent command of Bahasa Indonesia and English 

 Able to multitask, meet tight schedules, and work under pressure 

 Focused and fast thinking 

 Meticulous and detail-oriented, especially in proofreading 
 
Social Media Administrator 
Who will be responsible in the setup, creation, modification and optimization of Blibli.com 
online mall social media profiles, creating custom content to engage prospective customers, 
promote business wins and to help build sales. 
To Be Located in Jakarta  
Qualifications :  

 Bachelor degree in any disciplines from reputable University (with GPA min 3.0)  

 Knowledgeable in social media tools, techniques and philosophies  

 Possess strong ability to think creatively, critically, and strategically  

 Able to work as a team, as well as individually  

 Possess an Excellent Communication Skill in both written and oral  

 Fast learner, self – driven, and out-going 
 
Database Management Staff 
Who will be responsible to cultivate and maintain database, compare data from different 
sources to make conclusions and Identify and understand issues, problems and 
opportunities. 
Qualifications : 

 Candidate must possess at least a Bachelor's Degree in Finance/Accountancy/ 
Statistics / IT / Engineering or equivalent with GPA min. 3.00 

 Posses solid knowledge and experience in Microsoft Office 2010, Visual Basic, and 
Internet application 

 Fresh graduates/Entry level applicants are encouraged to apply. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

If you want to be a part of the dream team, please submit your CV, application letter, and certification 
of graduation (SKL) to : 

KACM Office  
Theresa Building Campus 4th Atma Jaya University 

Before May, 9th 2014  


